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Abstract. Text simplification is often tackled by neural machine translation with par-
allel corpora, where BLEU and SARI are used for evaluation. They are not methods that
directly evaluate the difficulty level of texts but evaluate by comparing generated texts with
corresponding simplified texts. Consequently, they cannot measure the difficulty without
corresponding texts. In a preliminary study, we applied BERT to evaluating the difficulty
level of Japanese texts only from the texts themselves, and it showed a pretty good per-
formance. In this paper, we try to investigate how BERT estimates the difficulty level of
Japanese texts. For this purpose, we use grammatical features such as lexical level and
syntactic complexity, which are used to calculate the difficulty of Japanese texts in sta-
tistical methods. We examine how well “attention” in BERT captures the grammatical
features when measuring the Japanese text difficulty. To select the grammatical features,
we applied Permutation Importance to Random Forest. As a result, we showed that parts
of texts related to the grammatical features got strong attention. This result means that
BERT somehow utilized the grammatical features to evaluate the difficulty level of texts.
Keywords: BERT, Permutation Importance, Attention, Random Forest

1. Introduction. In recent years, “Simple Japanese” has been focused on because of
the increase of foreigners living in Japan and many studies using machine translation
techniques have been published to generate “Simple Japanese” automatically [1, 2]. In
machine translation, accuracy is often evaluated by BLEU [3]. BLEU and SARI [4] cal-
culate the score by comparing the generated sentence and the reference one but do not
directly measure the difficulty level of the text. To evaluate text simplification methods
or algorithms, we require a mechanism to directly measure the difficulty of the text.

Many of the studies on difficulty evaluation of Japanese sentences had used grammatical
features based on lexical difficulty and syntactic complexity. Jae-Ho [5] defined a read-
ability formula to measure the difficulty level of sentences. The average sentence length,
Chinese word rate, Japanese word rate, verb rate, and particle rate, which are the char-
acteristics of the difficulty level, were weighed by multiple regression analysis. In order
to validate the readability formula, he conducted a difficulty test on reading comprehen-
sion questions from the old Japanese Language Proficiency Test and asserted that the
readability formula could capture the levels from Level 1 to Level 4.

After word embeddings have been proposed [6, 7], machine learning models based on
word embeddings have been focused on. BERT [8] is a pre-training model with a Trans-
former [9]-based attention mechanism that operates as a classification model. BERT has
shown that modification of the attention weights affects prediction accuracy in text classi-
fication [10]. The purpose of this study is to investigate how BERT estimates the difficulty
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level of Japanese text. To do so, we extract features by referring to the previous study
[11], and investigate whether they are represented in the attention weights.
The process of the study is shown in Figure 1. The details are described in Chapter 3.
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Figure 1. It extracts features from a text and trains Random Forest to
determine its difficulty level. The word embedding is also extracted from
the text, and is used to train BERT. The relationship between attention
weight in BERT and features is examined.

2. Data Collection and Preparation. As normal texts, we collected texts by scrapping
the news site named NHK NEWS WEB1 . As simple texts, we collected texts by scrapping
the news site named NEWS WEB EASY2 . This site is where Japanese language teachers
and reporters rewrite and publish articles from NHK NEWS WEB for foreigners. The
number of articles is 722. From the collected texts, training data of 10,000 sentences and
test data of 1,200 sentences were randomly chosen. They are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Simple texts and normal texts were collected from NEWS WEB
EASY and NHK NEWS WEB respectively.

Simple texts Normal texts

Source NEWS WEB EASY NHK NEWS WEB
Articles 722 articles (July 2020-July 2021)
Sentences Training data: 10,000/Test data: 1,200

3. Methodologies.

3.1. Extracting word embeddings. The text was split into morphemes using MeCab
[12] and word embeddings were obtained from a pre-trained BERT model. In this study,
we used BERT-base published by Tohoku University3 . The model consists of 12 layers
with 768 dimensions of hidden state and 12 attention heads. It was pre-trained using a
corpus with 30M sentences generated from the Japanese version of Wikipedia Cirrussearch
dump file as of Aug. 31 2020. We obtained word embeddings from a trained Japanese
BERT model and fine-tuned the model to predict the difficulty level using data described
in Section 2.

3.2. Choosing features. The features were calculated from the texts according to the
lexicon and grammar. We have selected 13 features. Table 2 shows these 13 features and
their basic statistics while Table 3 for normal texts.

1https://www3.nhk.or.jp/news/
2https://www3.nhk.or.jp/news/easy/
3https://github.com/cl-tohoku/bert-japanese
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Table 2. Basic statistics of features of simple texts

Features mean max. min. stddv.

number of words 24.074 71.000 4.000 8.200
kanji rate 0.268 0.721 0.000 0.095

katakana rate 0.029 0.273 0.000 0.040
passive rate 0.001 0.100 0.000 0.007

verbal noun rate 0.026 0.231 0.000 0.034
adverb rate 0.009 0.250 0.000 0.021

reading point rate 0.046 0.429 0.000 0.032
negative rate 0.009 0.167 0.000 0.021

maximum frequency 12876.890 34705.000 3.000 8621.321
mean frequency 2231.809 21512.500 2.500 1662.133

mean distance of dependency 2.006 4.500 0.000 0.561
maximum distance of dependency 6.438 28.000 0.000 3.504

maximum depended number 2.768 8.000 0.000 0.915

Table 3. Basic statistics of features of normal texts

Features mean max. min. stddv.

number of words 38.468 179.000 3.000 16.683
kanji rate 0.355 0.750 0.000 0.097

katakana rate 0.022 0.231 0.000 0.031
passive rate 0.010 0.125 0.000 0.017

verbal noun rate 0.070 0.500 0.000 0.046
adverb rate 0.010 0.167 0.000 0.019

reading point rate 0.050 0.250 0.000 0.031
negative rate 0.007 0.154 0.000 0.016

maximum frequency 18526.886 34705.000 2.000 8492.536
mean frequency 2722.712 15336.200 1.500 1683.291

mean distance of dependency 2.467 9.472 0.000 0.805
maximum distance of dependency 10.931 64.000 0.000 6.663

maximum depended number 3.474 20.000 0.000 1.275

The features that differ in basic statistics are “the number of words”, “the kanji rate”,
“passive rate”, “verbal noun rate”, and “the maximum distance of dependency”. Most of
the features of normal text are larger than those of simple text while “the katakana rate”
and “negative rate” do not differ significantly. The features were labeled with difficulty
levels and trained with Random Forest. Although there is a large difference in the range
of values, Random Forest [13] does not compare different features, and it is not necessary
to normalize them.

We apply Random Forest in Python scikit-learn package to classifying feature sets into
corresponding difficulty levels. We used the default parameters except for the number of
decision trees 100.

3.3. Permutation Importance. Permutation Importance [14] is a method to measure
the importance of features. The importance of each feature is how much it contributes
to the prediction accuracy of the model. The method to calculate the importance is as
follows: Generate a base-model with a normal data set and calculate the accuracy rate.
Then, generate a model with a data for which the order of elements in a single column of
features is randomized and calculate the accuracy rate. The randomly sorted features do
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not work as explanatory variables for prediction. The lower the accuracy of the model,
the more important the permuted feature.

4. Results.

4.1. Accuracy of classification models. The estimation accuracy of Random Forest
was 82.6%. The accuracy of BERT was 96.4%. It was proved that the BERT model with
embedded words is more accurate than the Random Forest classification with features.

4.2. Important features. Figure 2 shows the Permutation Importance of the 13 types
of features. The red dots show the averaged accuracy decrease when randomizing corre-
sponding feature values, where the larger drop means the greater importance. The bars
indicate the 95% confidence interval. The chart shows that there is a large difference in
the characteristics of “verbal noun rate”, “number of words”, “passive rate”, and “kanji
rate”. We can say that they have a significant impact on estimating text difficulty.

Figure 2. Permutation Importance shows verbal noun rate, number of
words, passive rate and kanji rate are important.

4.3. Attention weight. BERT has shown that modification of the attention weights
affects prediction accuracy in text classification [10]. We examine the relationship between
the Permutation Importance and the attention weights of BERT.

Verbal Noun Rate. Figure 3 shows the sum of all 12 attentions. Words with higher
attentions are shown in darker color. We consider these words influenced the reasoning.
The underlines indicate the verbal noun. Most of the “verbal noun rates” get higher
attention. It is possible to argue that BERT’s classification model focuses on “verbal
nouns rates” in order to make inferences.

Number of Words. Figure 4 shows the 11th attention. The last words in the sentence
are underlined.
Each attention has unique characteristics. In the 11th layer, that the last words have

strong attention suggests that attention may be focusing on the number of words in the
sentence.
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Figure 3. Sum of all 12 layers is shown. Most of the attention in the
verbal noun rate gets attention.
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Figure 4. The eleventh attention is shown. The last words are underlined.
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Figure 5. The sixth attention is shown. The passive words are underlined.
Since the feature and attention weights are consistent, we can say that the
interpretability is high.

Passive Rate. Figure 5 shows the sixth attention. The underlined words are passive.
It shows that attention is stronger for all the underlined words. We can say that “the
passive rate” has an impact on the estimation of difficulty level.

Kanji Rate. Figure 6 shows the sum of all 12 attentions. Kanji characters are underlined.
Kanji characters are in units of one character each, so they do not match the token units.
Therefore, it is not possible to see exactly whether attention is focusing on Kanji characters
or not. However, we can see that the weight is stronger for tokens that contain most Kanji.
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Figure 6. Sum of all 12 attention is shown. Most of the words with kanji
get attention.

5. Conclusions. In order to investigate the relationship between attention of BERT
and grammatical features, we built a Random Forest classifier using grammatical features
and a BERT classifier using word embeddings. We extracted grammatical features and
estimated the difficulty level with Random Forest. The accuracy was 82.6%. We assigned
a difficulty level to the BERT embeddings retrieved from the text and built a classifier to
guess the label. The accuracy was 96.4%. In the current experiment, word embeddings
using BERT outperformed by 13.8%.
We searched for important features in Permutation Importance. We found that the

following features are important: “verbal noun rate”, “number of words”, “passive rate”,
and “kanji rate”.
In BERT, each layer of attention has been found to be of different importances in

predicting attention. As the result of the experiments, the important features were rep-
resented in the BERT attention. The 11th layer of attention was clearly weighed at the
number of words. The 6th layer of attention was clearly weighed at the “passive rate”.
In addition, the “kanji rate” and “verbal noun rate” tended to be weighed more strong-
ly in attention, which was the sum of all layers. The kanji is a smaller token than the
word, so it is difficult to use the attention weight to interpret it. Previous studies have
shown that words containing kanji tend to be more difficult [15], and we suggest that
word embeddings using BERT capture the same feature.
The accuracy of the BERT classifier is high, and it was suggested that it captures

grammatical features when considering attention. As mentioned earlier, the evaluation
of text plainness is based on the similarity to the parallel corpus, so the difficulty level
is not directly evaluated. We suggest that this study can contribute to the evaluation of
the difficulty of the generated text.
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